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Editor's letter
Welcome to the Spring issue! This season is all about renovation and
that's why you'll see a slight change in our issues. Nothing very drastic
really, we've just been a little bit more creative and fresh for you to go
on enjoying the features we've organized and selected for your entertainment. We want you to connect with your favourite artists finding the
beauty behind the lens, hoping that you enjoy the experience as you read
the pages of our magazine. Viewties is written for the fans, the talent
and the art lovers who loyally read us every issue. Remember this is a
fast read digital publication to celebrate art and value the talent, to know
the other side of the story. One artist at the time.
Don't miss any of our issues, as Viewties goes on bringing you the latest
on film and television introducing artists whose passion is to make you
feel something with their work and dedication that bringing a project /
character to life requiere. As I always say, If I can take something from
my job, I strongly believe you will take something from it too. Enjoy the
ride and prepare your heart for being touched by our content.
Happy month!

Founding editor-in-chief
@vanmiraglia
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We are very happy to sit down with the lovely actress Fola Evans-Akingbola to
discuss her exciting role in the UK re-imagination of Ten Percent from the
successful French series Call My Agent. Fola plays the role of Sofia in the
French original, renamed Zoe. If you have found her on your telly, I’m sure
you’ll agree with me when I tell you that she’s one of the most exquisite
actresses in the industry today with a magnificent career so far and with so
many more layers yet to explore.
She’s best known for her role as a series regular 'Maddie Bishop' in all three
seasons of Freeform’s series, Siren and has been featured in Black Mirror and
in the second season of Trying for Apple TV, opposite Rafe Spall and Imelda
Staunton. She garnered attention with her recurring arc over season 6 of Game
Of Thrones and after that, she starred as 'Makayla' in Ed Lilly’s debut feature
VS opposite Connor Swindells.
In conversation with Viewties, the star of Ten Percent chats about her version
of the role and her experience filming such a highly-anticipated series.

V: To begin with, I would like to know more about
your story when you discovered that you wanted to be
an actor. Could you please tell us what was your
introduction to acting and why do you choose it every
day as your profession?
FOLA: My first introduction to acting was when
I was very young, probably age 5 or 6, taking
part in school plays. My older sister and I were
both part of JASSPA Youth Theatre and we
loved it, but once I started secondary school I
stopped all performing arts. I focused on academia and sports until I was 18 and mostly
forgot about my interest in the performing arts.
My rediscovery of acting came when I was in my
early twenties and realised, with some gentle
encouragement from my mother, that I needed
to take part in something that I enjoyed and did
just for myself - just for fun. I decided to dip my
toe back in and shoot my shot by auditioning for
Identity Drama School and The National Youth
Theatre of Great Britain. Taking part of both of
those separate programs was really the beginning of the journey. Following the fun was how I
started and what led to me continuing. Ultimately, I love stories, so as long as I can be a
part of a storytelling process I’m happy.
V: Your career so far is fantastic. You’ve played roles
that are very interesting and those also highlight
your acting style and your skills. So, I was wondering,
how have you dealt with the expectations of your first
few years in the industry?
FOLA: I’m not sure what my expectations even
were when I first came into the industry. My
uncle, Jimmy Akingbola, is an actor so I suppose
I had some point of reference, but I was mostly
just going with the flow and trying to learn as
much as I could along the way. I have been lucky
to be under the wing of Femi Oguns, my UK
agent, since the beginning and he has been a
strong force in my career. I think I have been ...

fortunate to, so far, not feel boxed in to any type
of role.
V: Is there any actor you aspire to have a similar
trajectory with, or maybe pick up things from their
performances to adapt to your own style?
FOLA: There are so many actors that I admire
and love, but if I could take a page from anyone’s career it would have to be Charlize
Theron. She is a powerhouse and she has done
such a wide range of roles - from Monster to
Mad Max. She is also an incredible producer in
her own right, putting the kind of stories into
the world that she wants to see and that she
believes in. I don’t want to copy anyone’s
performance style, but I am of course inspired
by so many actors’ phenomenal talent: Jessica
Chastain, Cillian Murphy, Regina King, Margot
Robbie, Tessa Thompson, Julia Garner. I often
watch people’s performances and I am then desperate to speak with them…I want to ask them
‘How did you prepare for that scene?’, ‘What did
you think about just before they called action?’…
I’m interested in how different actors approach
the work.
V: You’ll be seen as a lead in the UK re-imagination of
Ten Percent/Call My Agent. What challenged you to
get involved in this project? Was there anything that
particularly drew you in?
FOLA: I was just thrilled that they were willing
to have me! John Morton’s excellent writing
spoke for itself. I read the scripts and was laughing out loud. His writing is like a musical composition – you’ve got to get the rhythm right so
that it sings and flies off the page. Prior to this
job I have only ever done 1 role in my own accent, so it was really nice to get to be part of a
British ensemble cast and play in my own accent.
It also goes without saying that I am a huge fan
of the original French show.

V: You play the role of Sofia in the French original,
renamed Zoe. What can you tell us about this version
of her?
FOLA: Zoe, like so many of us actors, has that
precarious combination of ballsy ambition and
crippling self-doubt. Audiences meet her for the
first time when she is in receptionist mode and
like her colleagues it may be easy for viewer’s to
dismiss her as a just that – the receptionist.
However, as the show goes on you get to see
that she is a passionate artist desperate to become a working actor. Her parents don’t approve of her choice of career and so she is fighting hard to prove them wrong and ultimately
make them proud.
V: Did you take influences from the French version of
the show or didn’t you want it to limit your creativity
in your performance?
FOLA: As soon as I found out that I had booked
the role I made sure not to watch anymore of
the original. I loved everything Stéfi Celma did
as Sofia in the French original, and I think Zoe
has a similar level of passion and determination,
but I didn’t want to fall into the trap of doing an
impression of Stéfi Celma’s great work.
V: Which aspects of the character have you looked to
focus on in your portrayal?
FOLA: As I mentioned, I think her self-doubt
and her ambition were the most important combination of things to capture. To be an actor you
have to be a little bit delusional to think you can
make it, but you also have to find a way to keep
yourself grounded in the reality that the majority of actors are unemployed and you will not
book the the majority of roles you audition for.

V: Tell me about making her your own version. How
did you work to find her voice, the way she talks and
moves, did you build this on your own or did you work
with a coach or the director?
FOLA: Some roles feel far away from oneself
and others are less of a jump. I tried to bring
as much of myself to Zoe as possible while
turning up the dial on certain aspects of my
personality that were stronger in her. She is
working as a receptionist at this amazing talent
agency – she is in touching distance to her
dreams – so I wanted to make sure she was
always hoping she might be ‘discovered’ at any
moment. Hopefully audiences will see how that
manifests in her body language and her energy
throughout the show.
V: What are you taking away from this experience
working on this project and working with all these
people from the cast and behind the camera?
FOLA: I am very proud to be a part of this
project. When you get to work with a great cast
and crew, and with someone like John Morton
and the other great directors we had – Jessica
Swale, Sam Leifer and MJ Delaney – you learn
that it makes your own job a whole lot easier.
You can trust the process and just focus on doing
justice to what has been written.
V: Last question, as my nationality is Argentinian, I’m
curious to ask you if you have ever seen or experienced any type of art/culture from Argentina?
FOLA: Unfortunately, I haven’t. Please point me
towards some recommendations! Although I
must say - my Dad is football crazy, so
Argentina’s football stars (Messi, Maradona,
Tevez) are household names in my family.

Ten Percent streams all episodes now on Prime Video
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